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Three wishes, two warriors, one chance at
redemption Fae martial artist Alana Beech demands
justice when her teammate dies during a rigged fight,
but no one cares. Injured and alone, Alana is forced
to accept a last-chance job at a curiosity shop. There
she finds a magic lamp-and a spark of hope-in a box
of abandoned junk. Ronan is a dragon prince
imprisoned during the destruction of the fae
homeland. He's the genie bound to the lamp and
forced to grant three wishes to every comer. As
handsome as he is hazardous, Ronan joins Alana's
search for answers. While their alliance turns
passionate, Alana's quest reveals a mystery that
goes far beyond murder. The lamp is a lethal
weapon, and Ronan's enemies are on the hunt.
Alana will do anything to guard her lover's back, but
sometimes a warrior's courage-like the genie's
wishes-carries an unexpected price. SHIMMER is for
readers who like strong heroines, compelling heroes,
and fast-pace action with a fairy tale twist. Don't miss
this first-in-series novel. Scroll up and one-click your
copy today!
Ciardis Weathervane has come to face what she
always thought was a myth. A legend. A goddess
bent on destruction. But it turns out that while the
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goddess wants to kill all those she loves and cares
for, at least her motivations are pure. Ciardis quickly
learns however that the Emperor’s conclave don’t
hold to that same ethos. While Ciardis is destined to
defeat Amani, she must first navigate the perils of an
entrenched court balking against interlopers
challenging their very existence. The conclave will
they take things further than could ever be imagined,
forcing the daemoni prince, the Emperor of Algardis,
and the Lady Companion to renegotiate the building
blocks of their alliance. Ciardis once thought she had
everything in the world – two individuals who loved
her, a home in a palace, and power unlike any other.
But as she learns – nothing is permanent and
everything is up for grabs. As Ciardis finds herself
surrounded by traitors direct from the Imperial Court
themselves, she has to wonder-if she’s fighting to
save the empire, who is fighting to save her?
Natharr is Guardian of Maarihk, one of a long line of
protectors dating back to the Firstborn Age, before
the Aa Conquest. Natharr's is an ancient role, rooted
in his Firstblood, giving him Sight to see what is yet
to be, adhering to his sacred duties even in the
centuries since the Firstborn were forced to the brink
of extinction by the Aa. Natharr still stands guard
over all men, Aa or Firstborn, Seeing what will come
to pass, determining what can be avoided and what
cannot. Spending decades planning, even for saving
the life of the newborn Crown Prince, so he may one
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day reclaim the throne.
The beloved New York Times best-selling YA
fantasy by Kristin Cashore is now available as a
graphic novel, with stunning illustrations by awardwinning artist Gareth Hinds. Katsa is a Graceling,
one of the rare people born with an extreme skill. As
niece of the king, she lived a life of privilege until the
day her ability to kill a man with her bare hands
revealed itself during a royal banquet. Now she acts
as her uncle's enforcer, traveling the kingdom and
threatening those who dare oppose him. But
everything changes when she meets Po, a foreign
prince Graced with combat skills who is searching
for the truth about his grandfather's disappearance.
When Katsa agrees to help him, she never expects
to learn a new truth about her own Grace--or about a
terrible secret that could destroy them all. With
"gorgeous storytelling" (School Library Journal,
starred review) and characters "crafted with
meticulous devotion" (Kirkus Reviews, starred
review), Graceling is a beloved classic that has
continued to resonate with readers for over a
decade.
USA TODAY Bestseller! Magic, murder, adventure,
and romance combine in this second novel in the
exciting Crown of Shards saga from New York Times
and USA Today bestselling author Jennifer Estep.
Everleigh Blair might be the new gladiator queen of
Bellona, but her problems are far from over. First,
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Evie has to deal with a court full of arrogant,
demanding nobles, all of whom want to get their
greedy hands on her crown. As if that wasn’t bad
enough, an assassin tries to kill Evie in her own
throne room. Despite the dangers, Evie goes ahead
with a scheduled trip to the neighboring kingdom of
Andvari in order to secure a desperately needed
alliance. But complicating matters is the stubborn
Andvarian king, who wants to punish Evie for the
deaths of his countrymen during the Seven Spire
massacre. Dark forces are also at work inside the
Andvarian palace, and Evie soon realizes that no
one is safe. Worse, her immunity to magic starts
acting in strange, unexpected ways, which makes
Evie wonder whether she is truly strong enough to
be a Winter Queen. Evie’s magic, life, and crown
aren’t the only things in danger—so is her heart,
thanks to Lucas Sullivan, the Andvarian king’s
bastard son and Evie’s … well, Evie isn’t quite sure
what Sullivan is to her. Only one thing is
certain—protecting a prince might be even harder
than killing a queen…
From the #1 New York Times best-selling author of
The Darkest Minds comes a sweepingly ambitious,
high-octane tale of power, destiny, love, and
redemption. Every seven years, the Agon begins. As
punishment for a past rebellion, nine Greek gods are
forced to walk the earth as mortals. They are hunted
by the descendants of ancient bloodlines, all eager
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to kill a god and seize their divine power and
immortality. Long ago, Lore Perseous fled that brutal
world, turning her back on the hunt’s promises of
eternal glory after her family was murdered by a rival
line. For years she's pushed away any thought of
revenge against the man—now a god—responsible for
their deaths. Yet as the next hunt dawns over New
York City, two participants seek her out: Castor, a
childhood friend Lore believed to be dead, and
Athena, one of the last of the original gods, now
gravely wounded. The goddess offers an alliance
against their mutual enemy and a way to leave the
Agon behind forever. But Lore's decision to rejoin the
hunt, binding her fate to Athena's, will come at a
deadly cost—and it may not be enough to stop the
rise of a new god with the power to bring humanity to
its knees.
Young Adult Teen Romance for readers of The
Selection & Throne of Glass! Adventure and
romance, magic and secrecy, are woven into a
fantasy world that is a phenomenally unique and
captivating tale. In this breathtaking launchof the
successful high fantasy series, readers will be kept
on the edgeof their seat. USA Today Recommended
Read and grab the first book FREE for a limited time!
"One world you don't want to miss out on!" - City Of
Books ????? "Absolutely in LOVE!" - Girls *Heart*
Books ????? "A phenomenally unique and
completely captivating tale!" - Jonel's Book Reviews
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????? Seventeen-year-old Ciardis Vane grew up in a
small village on the edge of the realm.Beautiful,
destitute, and desperate she is looking to get out any
way she can. She has worked her whole live as a
laundress with no hope ofescaping her fate anytime
soon. Butthen her life changes when a strange
woman appears with the key toCiardis's escape.
With an offer to take her to the capital and a lifeshe'd
never dreamed of, it's hard to resist. There's only
one catch. She wants Ciardis to become a
companion: she'll be required to wearexpensive
dresses, learn to conduct suitable magic, educate
herself oncourt proclivities, and - in the end - chain
herself to the highestbidder. A Patron for life. Ciardis
knows that this is her one opportunity to change her
life. But what she does not know is that she will soon
be at the heart ofintrigues and power struggles, and
that her new life in luxury demands a high price,
perhaps even the life of a prince. Keywords:
Courtlight series, fantasy, royals, romance, boxed
set, Ciardis Weathervane, dragons, magic, empires,
thrones, queens, ebooks, princes, princess, imperial
courts, nobility, teen, YA, young adult, epic reads,
love, fairy tales, crown, happily ever after, coming of
age, mages, kids, middle grade, hearts, collection,
romantic, box set, series, engagement, kingdom,
action, adventure, betrothed, swords, sorcery.
“Absolutely unforgettable.” —Kendare Blake, #1 New
York Times bestselling author of the Three Dark
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Crowns series “A beautifully told story about justice,
sisterhood, and warrior women.” —Shea Ernshaw,
New York Times bestselling author of The Wicked
Deep “Epic in the truest sense.” —Quill and Quire An
Ember in the Ashes meets Three Dark Crowns in
this lush debut fantasy novel about a girl who
disguises herself as a boy to join a secret group of
warriors that ride phoenixes into battle. I had a sister,
once… In a world ruled by fierce warrior queens, a
grand empire was built upon the backs of Phoenix
Riders—legendary heroes who soared through the
sky on wings of fire—until a war between two sisters
ripped it all apart. I promised her the throne would
not come between us. Sixteen years later, Veronyka
is a war orphan who dreams of becoming a Phoenix
Rider from the stories of old. After a shocking
betrayal from her controlling sister, Veronyka strikes
out alone to find the Riders—even if that means
disguising herself as a boy to join their ranks. But it
is a fact of life that one must kill or be killed. Rule or
be ruled. Just as Veronyka finally feels like she
belongs, her sister turns up and reveals a tangled
web of lies between them that will change
everything. And meanwhile, the new empire has
learned of the Riders’ return and intends to destroy
them once and for all. Sometimes the title of queen
is given. Sometimes it must be taken. Crown of
Feathers is an epic fantasy about love’s incredible
power to save—or to destroy. Interspersed throughout
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is the story of Avalkyra Ashfire, the last Rider queen,
who would rather see her empire burn than fall into
her sister’s hands.
Lord Corbett Blake is determined to bring honor back
to his family name. King Edward III has told him he
needs to marry, or lose his lands and title. Now he
searches for the perfect lady. Devon has been raised
in secret in the monastery, put there by the sorcerer,
Orrick, 18 years ago before he disappeared. Now
the black-hearted Lord of Steepleton has discovered
her and is taking her to the castle as his servant.
Deception and secrets are many within the walls of
Blake Castle, but they can't hold a candle to the
passion that stirs between Corbett and his servant,
Devon - a woman who can destroy everything he is,
with the power of just one kiss.
Four destinies collide in a unique fantasy world of
war and wonders, where empire is won with
enchanted steel and magical animal companions
fight alongside their masters in battle. NAMED ONE
OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR •
Tordotcom • Kirkus Reviews A soldier with a curse
Tala lost her family to the empress’s army and has
spent her life avenging them in battle. But the
empress’s crimes don’t haunt her half as much as
the crimes Tala has committed against the laws of
magic . . . and against her own flesh and blood. A
prince with a debt Jimuro has inherited the ashes of
an empire. Now that the revolution has brought down
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his kingdom, he must depend on Tala to bring him
home safe. But it was his army who murdered her
family. Now Tala will be his redemption—or his
downfall. A detective with a grudge Xiulan is an
eccentric, pipe-smoking detective who can solve any
mystery—but the biggest mystery of all is her true
identity. She’s a princess in disguise, and she plans
to secure her throne by presenting her father with
the ultimate prize: the world’s most wanted prince. A
thief with a broken heart Lee is a small-time criminal
who lives by only one law: Leave them before they
leave you. But when Princess Xiulan asks her to be
her partner in crime—and offers her a magical animal
companion as a reward—she can’t say no, and she
soon finds she doesn’t want to leave the princess
behind. This band of rogues and royals should all be
enemies, but they unite for a common purpose: to
defeat an unstoppable killer who defies the laws of
magic. In this battle, they will forge unexpected
bonds of friendship and love that will change their
lives—and begin to change the world.
Two men who hate each other. One impossible
mission. A legend in the making. Hadrian
Blackwater, a warrior with nothing to fight for, is
paired with Royce Melborn, a thieving assassin with
nothing to lose. Hired by an old wizard, they must
steal a treasure that no one can reach. The Crown
Tower is the impregnable remains of the grandest
fortress ever built and home to the realm's most
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prized possessions. But it isn't gold or jewels that the
wizard is after, and if he can just keep them from
killing each other, they just might succeed.
Chronological Order The Crown Tower (Riyria
Chronicles #1) The Rose and the Thorn (Riyria
Chronicles #2) Theft of Swords (Riyria Revelations
#1 & #2): contains The Crown Conspiracy &
Avempartha Rise of Empire (Riyria Revelations #3 &
#4): contains Nyphron Rising & The Emerald Storm
Heir of Novron (Riyria Revelations #5 & #6): contains
Wintertide & Percepliquis *** Fantasy Faction's Top
10 Anticipated Books for 2013 ******
BestFantasyBooks.com Most Anticipated Books of
2013 ****** Ranting Dragon's 50 Fantasy & Sci-Fi
Novels to Look Forward to in 2013 ***
The Emily Post Institute, the most trusted brand in
etiquette, tackles the latest issues regarding how we
interact along with classic etiquette and manners
advice in this updated and gorgeously packaged
edition. Today’s world is in a state of constant
change. But one thing remains year after year: the
necessity for good etiquette. This 19th edition of
Emily Post’s Etiquette offers insight and wisdom on
a variety of new topics and fresh advice on classic
conundrums, including: Social media Living with
neighbors Networking and job seeking Office issues
Sports and recreation Entertaining at home and
celebrations Weddings Invitations Loss, grieving,
and condolences Table manners While they offer
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useful information on the practical—from table
settings and introductions to thank-you notes and
condolences—the Posts make it clear why good
etiquette matters. Etiquette is a sensitive awareness
of the feelings of others, they remind us. Ultimately,
being considerate, respectful, and honest is what’s
really important in building positive relationships.
"Please" and "thank you" do go a long way, and
whether it’s a handshake, a hug, or a friend request,
it’s the underlying sincerity and good intentions
behind any action that matter most.
The thirteenth book in the Courtlight series. Perfect
for readers of Sarah J. Maas and George R.R.
Martin looking for a new set to devour with fantasy,
adventure, fun, and romance!
In this thrilling sequel to World Fantasy Award finalist
Kate Elliott's bestselling young adult debut Court of
Fives, a girl immersed in a high-stakes competition
holds the fate of a kingdom in her hands. Jessamy is
moving up the ranks of the Fives--the complex
athletic contest favored by the lowliest Commoners
and the loftiest Patrons in her embattled kingdom.
Pitted against far more formidable adversaries,
success is Jes's only option, as her prize money is
essential to keeping her hidden family alive. She
leaps at the change to tour the countryside and face
more competitors, but then a fatal attack on her
traveling party puts Jes at the center of the war that
Lord Kalliarkos--the prince she still loves--is fighting
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against their country's enemies. With a sinister
overlord watching her every move and Kal's life on
the line, Jes must now become more than a Fives
champion....She must become a warrior.
A triumphant return to the world of City of Stairs. A
generation ago, the city of Voortyashtan was the
stronghold of the god of war and death, the birthplace of
fearsome supernatural sentinels who killed and
subjugated millions. Now, the city’s god is dead. The
city itself lies in ruins. And to its new military occupiers,
the once-powerful capital is a wasteland of sectarian
violence and bloody uprisings. So it makes perfect sense
that General Turyin Mulaghesh— foul-mouthed hero of
the battle of Bulikov, rumored war criminal, ally of an
embattled Prime Minister—has been exiled there to count
down the days until she can draw her pension and be
forgotten. At least, it makes the perfect cover story. The
truth is that the general has been pressed into service
one last time, dispatched to investigate a discovery with
the potential to change the world--or destroy it. The
trouble is that this old soldier isn't sure she's still got what
it takes to be the hero.
Discover a whole new realm of adventure! When a
wandering swordmage, trained by the elves of Myth
Drannor, returns to his boyhood home on the windswept
shores of the Moonsea, he finds that corruption has
taken hold, leaving his friends and family open to a
devastating evil. Swordmage was the first novel to fully
embrace the exciting new elements from the next edition
of the Dungeons & Dragons game. This paperback
resize releases fresh on the heels of the Forgotten
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Realms Campaign Guide, and showcases a major
revision to the Forgotten Realms world that has fans
buzzing.
"A 12-year-old boy uses his new magical powers and the
help of a snarky fire hare to defeat his evil stepfather in a
magical version of St. Paul"-The fifth book in the Crown Service series. Perfect for
readers of Sarah J. Maas and George R.R. Martin
looking for a new set to devour with adventure, fantasy,
and chilling battles!
Bahzell Bahnakson, one of the Hradani, a race that is
despised for their rages, thirst for blood, and generally
uncivilized behavior, runs afoul of the War God and ends
up in trouble involving sorcery, demons, and a great deal
more. Reprint.
It's time to shatter an empire - the successful high
fantasy series that keeps readers on the edge of their
seat...The first book in New York Times bestselling
author Terah Edun's sweeping fantasy saga now
available in hardcover with a new look to match the tales
of adventure and romance, magic and secrecy woven
into a phenomenally unique and captivating fantasy
world.Seventeen-year-old Ciardis Vane grew up in a
small village on the edge of the realm. Beautiful,
destitute, and desperate she is looking to get out any
way she can. She has worked her whole live as a
laundress with no hope of escaping her fate anytime
soon.But then Ciardis's life changes when a strange
woman appears with the key to Ciardis's escape. With
an offer to take her to the capital and a life she'd never
dreamed of, it's hard to resist. There's only one
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catch.She wants Ciardis to become a companion: she'll
be required to wear expensive dresses, learn to conduct
suitable magic, educate herself on court proclivities, and
- in the end - chain herself to the highest bidder. A
Patron for life.Ciardis knows that this is her one
opportunity to change her life.But what she does not
know is that she will soon be at the heart of intrigues and
power struggles, and that her new life in luxury demands
a high price, perhaps even the life of a prince.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME
MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA BOOKS OF ALL TIME The
extraordinary, beloved novel about the ability of books to
feed the soul even in the darkest of times. When Death
has a story to tell, you listen. It is 1939. Nazi Germany.
The country is holding its breath. Death has never been
busier, and will become busier still. Liesel Meminger is a
foster girl living outside of Munich, who scratches out a
meager existence for herself by stealing when she
encounters something she can’t resist–books. With the
help of her accordion-playing foster father, she learns to
read and shares her stolen books with her neighbors
during bombing raids as well as with the Jewish man
hidden in her basement. In superbly crafted writing that
burns with intensity, award-winning author Markus
Zusak, author of I Am the Messenger, has given us one
of the most enduring stories of our time. “The kind of
book that can be life-changing.” —The New York Times
“Deserves a place on the same shelf with The Diary of a
Young Girl by Anne Frank.” —USA Today DON’T MISS
BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL
SINCE THE BOOK THIEF.
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CHRONICLE OF THE UNHEWN THRONE, BOOK I.
A preview of The Emperor's Blades, the first novel in
an gripping new epic fantasy series. "A vivid and
visceral universe.... Real, solid, and compelling."
—Christie Golden, New York Times bestselling author
The emperor of Annur is dead, slain by enemies
unknown. His daughter and two sons, scattered
across the world, must somehow stay alive and
unmask the assassins. But each of them also has a
life-path on which their father set them, destinies
entangled with both ancient enemies and inscrutable
gods. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Young Adult Teen Romance for readers of The
Selection & Throne of Glass! The 4th Novel in the
bestselling Courtlight series. In the heart of the
Imperial Court, Ciardis Weathervane knows that
death is coming for the empire. With her friends by
her side and the new triad of Weathervanes, she's in
a race against time to convince the court of the
same. She must do her best to unite kith, mages,
nobles and merchants under one cause - the fight to
prevent a war. Soon she is forced to keep a secret
that could exonerate her mother of the Empress's
death, and is always one move away from stepping
into diplomatic chaos. Throw in a daemoni prince
who is showing interest in the youngest
Weathervane, a jealous prince heir, and a irritated
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dragon with her own designs on Ciardis, and you
have an imperial court in turmoil. This fourth novel
continues the story of Ciardis Weathervane from
Sworn To Conflict. Keywords: Courtlight series,
fantasy, royals, romance, boxed set, Ciardis
Weathervane, dragons, magic, empires, thrones,
queens, ebooks, princes, princess, imperial courts,
nobility, teen, YA, young adult, epic reads, love, fairy
tales, crown, happily ever after, coming of age,
mages, kids, middle grade, hearts, collection,
romantic, box set, series, engagement, kingdom,
action, adventure, betrothed, swords, sorcery.
Young Adult Teen Romance for readers of The
Selection & Throne of Glass! The 3rd Novel in the
bestselling Courtlight series. Ciardis Weathervane
fought for the living dead and won. But worse than
taking on a mass murderer, was her discovery that
she had been deceived by her friends. Now she
needs to not only fight a war in the North and
survive, but also decide where she stands in the
midst of competing sides. A threat to all she holds
dear lies in the North and her heart is not the only
thing she might lose. A massive army awaits in the
mountain pass, surging closer to the gates of the
southern lands. Nothing the Algardis army has done
so far has dissuaded their march forward and Ciardis
finds out that her powers to enhance are needed
now more than ever. As she faces her greatest fears
on the battlefields and her heart is torn between her
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love of Sebastian and loyalty to her family, Ciardis
must choose her fate carefully. For in her path, lies
the destiny of the empire. This third novel continues
the story of Ciardis Weathervane from Sworn To
Transfer. Keywords: Courtlight series, fantasy,
royals, romance, boxed set, Ciardis Weathervane,
dragons, magic, empires, thrones, queens, ebooks,
princes, princess, imperial courts, nobility, teen, YA,
young adult, epic reads, love, fairy tales, crown,
happily ever after, coming of age, mages, kids,
middle grade, hearts, collection, romantic, box set,
series, engagement, kingdom, action, adventure,
betrothed, swords, sorcery.
Living under the library in a magical city of monsters
and rival families, a reluctant young bodyguard and
thief risks her life to save a boy, only to be targeted
by powerful adversaries.
A human slave. A Fae Prince. A single night twists
them into a deadly fate. Hidden deep within nature,
ruled by the magical and monstrous Fae, is a world
of cruelty and nightmares. Eric Becker, abducted into
this world and powerless, is a slave. One night,
when Eric is caught trying to escape by the ruthless
Prince Cithrel, he is marked by a powerful and
ancient magic that few Fae are ever chosen for. Now
bound to the prince, if Eric wants to regain his long
lost freedom, he'll have to find a way to master his
newfound powers, resist the allure of Cithrel, and
survive the Imperial Family. Prince of Blades is a
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119,000 word full-length novel. This book is dark
fantasy with adult themes intended for a mature
audience. Prince of Blades features a gay man,
pansexual Fae, and some content that readers may
find triggering.
The price of freedom is paid with blood, trust, and
the heart. When a queen's hope rests on the edge of
a blade, can a woman with deadly aim and a man
with devastating magic unite a kingdom on the brink
of civil war? Conscripted from prison into the Crows,
Asgarath's most elite assassins, Kiera Pendry lives
in the shadow of the palace. She's as much a
weapon as the wicked blades she carries, but feels
the heavy weight of every life she takes. Trusting the
wrong person had turned her into a killer--and she
would never make that mistake again. Now the man
who abandoned her is back with a job that could buy
her freedom at last. Dorian is a Seider, someone
who commands magic, and his service is sworn to
Queen Margaret. Dorian needs Kiera's skills to keep
him alive while he retrieves the legendary obsidian
blade. To succeed, they must trust each other. And,
when long buried feelings return, the cost of Kiera's
freedom may prove higher than she could ever
imagine. Kiera must reconcile with her enemy if they
want to find the ancient blade to unite the kingdom.
But as powerful forces close in and dangerous
alliances are made, the two discover why some
secrets should stay in the past. Raven's Flight
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introduces a new fantasy world perfect for those who
enjoy intrigue, dangerous relic quests, enemies to
lovers, and magic. Readers who enjoy the
Grishaverse series by Leigh Bardugo, Provost's Dog
series by Tamora Pierce, and the Throne of Glass
series by Sarah J Maas will want to dive into this
new world filled with fantasy, adventure, and
romance. The Raven and Crown trilogy is a new
adult fantasy and contains adult situations.
"Jennifer Estep is a genius!" --Simply Nerdy
Something Wicked This Way Comes . . . As a thief, I
stick to the shadows as much as possible. But when
the head of the Sinclair Family picks me to compete
in the Tournament of Blades, there's no escaping the
spotlight--or the danger. Even though he's my
competition, Devon Sinclair thinks I have the best
shot at winning what's supposed to be a friendly
contest. But when the competitors start having
mysterious "accidents," it looks like someone will do
anything to win--no matter who they hurt. As if I
didn't have enough to worry about, mobster Victor
Draconi is plotting against Devon and the rest of my
friends, and someone's going around Cloudburst
Falls murdering monsters. One thing's for sure.
Sometimes, humans can be more monstrous than
anything else...
The third instalment to the global #1 bestselling series. As the
King of Adarlan's Assassin, Celaena Sardothien is bound to
serve the tyrant who slaughtered her dear friend. But she has
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vowed to make him pay. The answers Celaena needs to
destroy the king lie across the sea Wendlyn. And Chaol,
Captain of the King's Guard, has put his future in jeopardy to
send her there. Yet as Celaena seeks her destiny in
Wendlyn, a new threat is preparing to take to the skies. Will
Celaena find the strength not only to win her own battles, but
to fight a war that could pit her loyalties to her own people
against those she has grown to love? This third novel in the
THRONE OF GLASS sequence, from global #1 bestselling
author Sarah J. Maas, is packed with more heart-stopping
action, devastating drama and swoonsome romance, and
introduces some fierce new heroines to love and hate.
What would you do to save the one you love? It took a single
moment for her life to change. And she'll do anything to
change it back.At the magic world's most elite school, time
and glittering evil stalk Ren Crown's steps. In a world where
layers of magic create worlds on top of our own--worlds
where almost anything is possible--some rules still can't be
broken, and Ren is desperate to overturn society's most
sacred law.On campus, animated creations, enchanted
gadgets, and marvelous machines vie with the students
themselves: mischievous engineers, diabolical tacticians,
battle-hardened warriors, and terrifying roommates. But even
amid an eclectic and powerful student body, there is
something off about Ren's magic...and the wrong people
have started to notice.Where art comes alive and the bonds
of destiny are forged, Ren will find the answer to who and
what she is.
One theft will set the realm ablaze.Rosha is a stablehand in
training for a prince of Grannitewatch. Darrion is a bastard
orphan in the care of his abusive aunt. Both long for an
opportunity to prove that they are meant for more than a life
of poverty in the quiet city of Oldrum.When the prince's family
heirloom is stolen from under his nose, Rosha and Darrion
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are given just that chance.But when they find themselves up
against bandits who have no qualms about killing two
adventurous youths, they'll need to join forces with a wizard
who hides a secret that could cost them more than their
future plans of glory.A growing evil makes its presence
known. A prisoner offers an unwelcome hand. An adventure
begins that may throw the entire realm into chaos. And Rosha
and Darrion must choose what the price of fate will cost
them.Purchase "The Knight's Blade" to begin this epic
journey today!
The Wild Hunt is stirring - and the dragons are finally waking
from their long sleep... Cat Barahal was the only survivor of
the flood that took her parents. Raised by her extended
family, she and her cousin, Bee, are unaware of the dangers
that threaten them both. Though they are in beginning of the
Industrial Age, magic - and the power of the Cold Mages - still
hold sway. Now, betrayed by her family and forced to marry a
powerful Cold Mage, Cat will be drawn into a labyrinth of
politics. There she will learn the full ruthlessness of the rule of
the Cold Mages. What do the Cold Mages want from her?
And who will help Cat in her struggle against them?
It is not a peaceful time in the Algardis Empire. War is raging
between the mages and seventeen-year-old Sara Fairchild
will be right in the middle of it. She just doesn't know it yet.
Sara is the daughter of a disgraced imperial commander,
executed for desertion. Sara is also the best duelist and handto-hand combatant in Sandrin. She lives quietly with her
family’s shame but when challenged about her family’s
honor, her opponent inevitably loses. On the night she finds
out her father’s true last actions, she takes the Mercenary
Guilds’ vows to serve in the emperor’s army. Using her
quick wits and fierce fighting skills, she earns a spot in the
first division. There she discovers secrets the mages on both
sides would prefer stay hidden. Dark enemies hunt her and
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soon it's not just Sara questioning the motivation behind this
war. While fighting mages, blackmailing merchants and
discovering new friends, Sara comes across something she’s
never had before - passion. The question is - can she fight for
her empress against a mage who might unwittingly claim her
heart? This is year one of the Initiate Wars. Sara is hoping it
doesn't become the year she dies.
Readers all over the world are discovering the works of
Robert Stanek. Filled with mystery, intrigue, adventure, and
magic the books transport readers to a world unlike any other.
In this insightful book, you get the real scoop on Robert
Stanek. From his childhood days to his recent success with
the Ruin Mist books, this outstanding book sheds new light on
his life and his struggle to excel as a writer. His story is a
story of hope and dreams, and in many ways, reading this
book is like visiting with an old friend. You'll laugh and you'll
cry and you'll be enchanted. And that's just the beginning.
You also get a complete collector's guide to the Ruin Mist
books, complete rules for playing King's Mate, and more.
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